
Pipe-Prop Front Wall and Movable Prop Instructions 
 

Thank you for purchasing, or considering a purchase of Band Today’s Pipe-Prop Series of Front Walls and Movable Props.  

These instructions, along with the correct blueprints should enable your organization to construct and modify pipe props 

quickly and easily. 

 

Joint Packages require purchasing pipe locally from a Home Improvement store like Lowes or Home Depot.  There are 

three types of pipe that can be used.  We recommend using 10’ sections of 1.31” Top Rail Pipe found in the Fencing 

department.  10’ Sections of ENT pipe found in the electrical department could also be used although the Clear and Corner 

Clamps would not fit this pipe.  All components would fit 1” PVC pipe although we question whether PVC is rigid enough 

to use for anything except possibly front walls.  It is difficult to cut Top Rail or ENT pipe with a hacksaw so make sure that 

a heavier duty chop saw is available.   

 

 
 

 

 

Premier Packages include precut 1.315” Top Rail pipe and can be easily put together by looking at blueprints.   

 

Here are a couple of helpful hints 

 

The Angled Three Way Joints (Letter I) need to have the arrows up, and the welded and pointed corner to the outside per 

the enclosed picture 

 



 
 

As you are building the frame, you will have to slide whole sections on at the same time with two people 

           



As sections of pipe are joined together initially, tape with duct tape, then purchase and insert tap screws after initial 

assembly for added stability and strength. 

 

                

 
 

 

 

                     



There is some “play” in sizing so measure all sides for correct height and length, and consistency between props.  It is a 

good idea to mark the pipe where it enters the fitting with tape so you can quickly reassemble to the same size in the 

future. 

 

                   
   

Attaching Prints 

 

Two different sizes of clear clamps are provided to attach your chosen media to your frame.  Our new “corner” clamps 

are designed to be used on top of the prop fittings. 

 

                                             
 

Our original clear clamps are designed to be placed every 12-36 inches along the frame. 



 
 

Please take time to place the clamps on the back side of the frame so they are not visible to the audience.   Please take 

time to “Clean your Props” and take out wrinkles, etc.  We recommend clamps on all four sides of front walls, and all sides 

except the bottom horizontal front of movable props.   

 

Pimp Your Props 

 

There are several things you can easily do to make your Pipe Props more functional.  Would you like to have your front 

wall legs be removable for travel and storage? 

 

Purchase 1” Slip Tees: https://www.amazon.com/FORMUFIT-F001STE-WH-4-Fitting-Furniture-

Grade/dp/B00MNIZE5I/ref=sr_1_1?s=hi&ie=UTF8&qid=1494871861&sr=1-1&keywords=1%22+Slip+Tee   Slide the Slip 

Tee close to the bottom joints…….keep opening at same angle as angled three way joint and apply tap screw through 

plastic to pipe.  

 

Velcro can be added to the pipe to wrap around and secure legs to frame: https://www.amazon.com/Strong-Grip-

Reusable-Fastener-Heavy/dp/B01K3JO3QO/ref=sr_1_1?s=hi&ie=UTF8&qid=1494872018&sr=1-

1&keywords=1%22+Velcro  
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Are you concerned about these props are going to handle the wind?   We did “Field Test” our props for almost a year and 

under normal conditions there were few issues.  Please practice with the props under different conditions prior to your 

first big performance. 

 

There are several ways to add weight to your front walls and props.  Sand can be added to the legs of front walls, and the 

entire bottom frame of movable props. Close the holes with sealant. 

 

                                        
 

Plywood shelves can be added to the frames to support additional weight, electronics, and flags 

 

                              



                                                                   
 

 

We hope that your experience with our Pipe Props is positive.  We have tried to provide a product that is easy to assemble, 

and store at the end of the season.  Our components are designed to work with all of our products, whether they are used 

for front walls one year, and movable props the next year. 

 

We take pride in customer service and would be happy to talk to Directors or parents anytime we can be of assistance. 

 

Band Today, LLC 

 

Sales@BandToday.com 

 

800-636-3502 
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